RAPID HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
CONSTRUCTED CLINICAL ENCLOSURES

+

what

CONSTRUCTED CLINICAL ENCLOSURES (CCE)
DIRTT and Healthcare Innovation Partners
(HIP) have teamed up to deliver Constructed
Clinical Enclosures (CCE). By reducing the
risks of direct face-to-face interactions amid
COVID-19 concerns, these enclosures are a
more efficient way to provide care that helps
protect the patient and the healthcare team.
Constructed Clinical Enclosures for patient
testing, vaccinations, treatments and
examinations maintain direct contact and
physical separation between healthcare
professionals and patients.
This can reduce the need for most personal
protective equipment (PPE) and provides
improved patient care inside or outside.*
AVAILABLE IN 14 DAYS FROM ORDER IF
ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
*The CCEs are a constructed facility, not a medical device. The enclosures are not to be used in lieu of
PPE, but rather, together with PPE to further reduce risk of exposure due to direct face-to-face or skinto-skin contact. Users must develop and approve their own infection control procedures. The CCEs have
not been reviewed or approved by the Food and Drug Administration or by any other agency.

It used to be so exhausting,
donning and doffing gowns
with each patient, all while
wearing an N-95 and goggles.
It is so much easier now.
-RN at a respiratory illness clinic in
Massachusetts teaching hospital

what

CCE • BENEFITS
INCREASED EFFICIENCIES
Documented two week payback. An average of four times more
samples are acquired during an eight-hour shift. More patients
are served due to decreased wait time between patients.
DECREASED COST AND WASTE
Significant decrease in the use of PPE, including gowns and
masks provides a noticeable return
on investment.
PREPAREDNESS AND FLEXIBILITY
CCEs are rapidly deployable and modular for field assembly.
The designs are flexible and expandable for different health
treatment needs.* They easily respond to changing protocols
and footprints.
CLIENT CARE
Rapid deployment allows patient treatment sooner. The design
provides increased patient and provider safety and satisfaction
while testing and triaging. Infection control protocols approved
at hospitals.
*The CCEs are a constructed facility, not a medical device. Users must develop and approve their own nfection control
procedures. The CCEs have not been reviewed or approved by the Food and Drug Administration or by any other agency.
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INDOOR ENCLOSURE • MULTI-PATIENT HEXAPOD
▶ HEPA-filtered positive pressure environment.
▶ Single entrance for healthcare worker access.
▶ Patients approach for treatment from the
outside the enclosure.
▶ Three transparent partitions with sealed
glove panels.
▶ Three-sided enclosure increases capacity
and speed.
▶ Dividers for added privacy and rapid
cleaning options.
▶ Minimized area to sanitize post-patient care.
▶ Wheelchair access.
▶ ADA compliant.
BASE FOOTPRINT: 48” X 48”
OVERALL FOOTPRINT: 88” X 88”
OVERALL HEIGHT: 102”
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INDOOR ENCLOSURE • SINGLE-PATIENT OASIS
▶ HEPA-filtered negative pressure environment.
▶ Single entrance for patient access.
▶ Patient enters enclosure for treatment.
▶ One gloved area for one-to-one patient care.
▶ Minimized area to sanitize post-patient care.
▶ Optional ADA compliance.

BASE FOOTPRINT: 48” X 48”
OVERALL HEIGHT: 102”
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INDOOR ENCLOSURE • SINGLE-PATIENT PRIVACY
▶ HEPA filtered negative pressure environment.
▶ Door on patient side for access to private enclosure.
▶ Easily movable within a space.
▶ Minimized area to sanitize post-patient care.
▶ Gloved area(s) for 1:1 patient care.
▶ Flexible design, including privacy for patient
and health staff.

FOOTPRINT: 74” X 42”
OVERALL HEIGHT: 89”

what

OUTDOOR ENCLOSURE • SINGLE OR DOUBLE-PATIENT
▶ Climate controlled, weather protection,
110 or 215 VAC powered.
▶ HEPA-filtered positive or negative pressure
environment.
▶ Minimized area to sanitize.
▶ Wheelchair access.
▶ Optional ADA compliance.

BASE FOOTPRINT: 135” X 105”
OVERALL HEIGHT: 121”

BASE FOOTPRINT: 135” X 61”
OVERALL HEIGHT: 113”
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ADDITIONAL CCE APPLICATIONS
▶ Centralized testing and vaccination centers

▶ Gyms and pools

▶ Retail stores

▶ Retirement homes

▶ Pharmacies

▶ Schools, universities and day cares

▶ Hospitals and clinics

▶ Concerts

▶ Negative pressure treatment pods

▶ Places of worship and funeral homes

▶ Medical triage

▶ Casinos and sporting events

▶ Examination rooms

▶ Quarantine spaces

▶ Screening locations

▶ Isolation rooms

▶ Government facilities

▶ Gym workout spaces

▶ Airport / ports of entry

▶ Backyard offices

▶ Commercial / industrial facilities

▶ Office phone booths

▶ Military bases, ships, and facilities

▶ Dispensary kiosks

▶ Hospitality industry (hotels, restaurants, etc.)

▶ Deployable intensive care units

ABOUT DIRTT AND HEALTHCARE INNOVATION PARTNERS

DIRTT is a multi-trade, prefabricated construction
solution and building process powered by
technology. We use our proprietary 3D software
to help design, manufacture and install fully
customized interior environments. This same
software provides clients with certainty around cost,
schedule and outcome. With modular components
and a streamlined construction process, complete
interior spaces are constructed faster, cleaner and
more sustainably. Construction solutions that
incorporate wall assemblies, power and medical
gases are all rapidly designed and built with
extreme precision.

Healthcare Innovation Partners, LLC was founded
by a group of designers, engineers, doctors and
innovators. They have spent their careers focused
on medical products, infection control, outbreak
response, and safe care of pulmonary as well as
internal medicine patients. Their sole purpose
is to find and create better healthcare products,
medical innovations and medical devices.
They bring them to life and bring them to the
healthcare market.

